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Q.1(a) Write Maxwell's equation for electromagnetic field. Obtain the (07)
equation of continuity.

OR
(a) Discuss the motion of charge particle in uniform magnetic field and

obtain the formulae for Larmor radius and Larmor frequency.
(b) Obtain the expression for polarization current density and for (06)

Dielectric constant of plasma

OR
(b) Explain the motion of a particle moving with velocity v in the

perpendicular Eand E fields, and obtain the equation for its drift
velocity o -ExE, --E, 

.

Q.2(a) Derive the equation of Plasma frequency, o4 of oscillation produced (07)
when the charge imbalance occurred due to separation of charges in

oR w.;

the plasma.

l

(a) what is plasma? Explain properties and force acting on the plasma
when the magnetic field is applied to the plasma.

(b) Derive Boltznann equation for kinetic theory of plasma and give (06)
Physical explanation of each term.

OR
(b) what is Debye length? obtain the expression of Debye length using

any one method related to plasma



Q'3(a) what is Nucrear Fission? Discuss Neutron induced fission *a I (06)
calculate energy rereased in fission 

"i; *;;; of uranium nucreus
ot mass number 235.

OR
(a) Explain Asymmetrical fission with fission yield y(A) yo -+A, plot

and discuss results.
(b) Give details of experimental arrangement to measure energies of (06)

fission fragments by time of flight method.
OR

(b) write notes on Nuclear Reactor for production of nuclear Energy.

Q.4(a) Discuss euark hypothesis.

oR 
(07)

(a) Discuss conservation of euantum numbers of erementary particres.
(b) Write short note on basics forces. (05)

OR
(b) Write short note on strangeness.

Q. 5 Answer the followings in brief. , (10)

(i) What is magneto plasma?
(ii) What is dispersion relation?
(iii) what is the roll of diffi.rsion in the magneto prasma?
(iv) compute Debye length for glow discharge prasma with no:r}tu *-t,

KT" : 2 eV, eo : g.g54 x 10-12 F/m, e: I .6 x lg-te C
(v) How much energy produced per fission of uranium?

(vii) Define Binding Energy.
(viii) Is it possible to .ort-t nuclear fission process?
(ix) What do you understand by antiparticles?
(x) flhat do you understand by Gluon?


